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FILTRAZIONE

V CELL® MIX GRADO 3

MIXED FILTRATION ADJUVANT FOR MEDIUM – TIGHT FILTRATIONS

COMPOSITION

Moist mixture of very pure alpha cellulose and selected diatomaceous earth.

CHARACTERISTICS

V CELL® MIXgrado3 is a wetted, inodorous, white powder with grey-pearl nuances.  It is a 
preparation based on a selected alpha cellulose fiber without lignin treated in order to 
highlight the adsorption capacity. 
Maximum chemical purity of the raw materials used ensures absolute safety in terms 
of organoleptic (flavors, odours) and chemicals release (calcium, heavy metals).

APPLICATIONS 

Maximum versatility in streaming filtration with mineral flours and/or diatomaceous 
earth. V CELL® MIXgrado3 is suitable both for medium filtration and for pre-filling; in fact, 
the length of the intermediate fiber that has been chosen by keeping streams and high 
flow rates, guarantees optimum filtration quality even with narrow flours (V MINE-
RAL®3, V3). During the preparation of pre-panel of the pressure filters V CELL® MIXgrado3 

finds its ideal location. 
V CELL® MIXgrado3 is recommended when an excellent retention connected to high flow 
is required, ensuring an easy removal during washing phases.
V CELL® MIXgrado3 is a product classified as not dangerous.

When using V CELL® MIXGRADO 3 comply with the relative legal regulation in 
force.
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FILTRAZIONE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Once dissolved add V CELL® MIXgrado3 in the product to be filtered, do the classic pump 
over to form the precoat filter net.
It can be added during filtration to increase yields.

DOSAGE

500 g to 1 kg per square meter of filter surface in the establishment of the pre-panel.
For difficult wines to be filtered, use 1.5 kg per square meter.

PACKAGING 

15 kg boxes containing 3 bags of 5 kg.

STORAGE

Protect the products from temperature inversions. Keep in as cool and dry place.
Reseal opened packages carefully. Once the bag is opened the shelf life to the 
product is limited. 

HAZARD

Based on the current European regulations the product is classified: not hazardous 
(see MSDS).
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